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Spoken Word - "Reality based conversations over a mic, performed before a live audience." 18 MP3

Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: STUDIO CD - "keeping UP

with The Joneses" AVAILABLE! LIVE CD -"if it don't fit-don't force it!LIVE"- AVAILABLE! b.r.burns is "The

Resident Poet" on the syndicated Love, Lust  Lies Show with The Badboy of Radio Michael Baisden.

When best selling author Michael Baisden decided to include poetry in his novel "God's Gift To Women'",

he enlisted the talents of b.r.burns. Because of the contemporary and compelling way b.r.burns

communicates and connects with audiences, Mr. Baisden was certain that b.r.burns would bring the same

passion to his readers. The result of which are three vividly and poetically told tales of love, lust and lies.

For the past year, he has been driving around the country performing and promoting his CD. b.r.burns is

one of the most dynamic and charismatic poets to emerge on the scene. His debut CD - the sista factor

(Live) is seventy minutes of "reality-based conversations over a mic". His poignant and theatrical style of

delivery entertains, enlightens and uplifts. He has opened-up for Michael Baisden, Tavis Smiley and the

hit stage play - "The Maintenance Man", starring Billy Dee Williams. His poetry truly makes you stand-up

and applaud! b.r.burns was born to write and perform. He has written several stage plays, screenplays,

poems and authored a soon to be released novel. His resume' reads like the yellow pages,

encompassing everything from Desk Clerk to Street Promoter. b.r.burns recently premiered his One Man

Show entitled: One Man-One Mic...and a whole lot of issues! Never before has a spoken word CD or

Artist appealed to so many. His poems touch the pulse of people of all ages, gender, race and class.

b.r.burns' talent, passion and vision will change the way poetry is presented and perceived forever.
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